PRESS RELEASE

Adams Publishing Group of Chesapeake

selects GIS X-STREAM GRIPPERS for upgrade

Following the installation of all new GIS X-STREAM GRIPPERS
are GIS’ Randy Seidel, APG’s Acie Boyce, Regional Production
Director Mike Bowen, Greg Moir and Mike Judge.

Backed by an exclusive 10-Year Warranty, the
GIS X-STREAM GRIPPER maintains continuous
perfect product pressure from 1 to 1000 pages.

Easton, MD – To improve the efficiency of their inserting process, Adams Publishing Group of Chesapeake chose
all new GIS X-STREAM GRIPPERS for their Muller Martini SLS1000. GIS X-STREAM GRIPPERS are the ideal
replacement gripper for the Muller Martini AlphaLiner, SLS1000, SLS2000 and SLS3000 inserters. GIS X-STREAM
GRIPPERS will not drop product throughout the processing line and feature the exclusive 10-Year Warranty.
“We’ve worked with Bruce for decades so when he and Randy presented their grippers to us, we were very
comfortable with their company and their product. The installation was completed during our limited downtime
over one weekend, and GIS added value throughout the entire inserter. We also like the fact that these grippers
are maintenance free, perform well with very thick packages and have an extended 10-year warranty”, stated APG
of Chesapeake’s regional plant & production director, Mike Bowen. “Our SLS runs better now than when first
installed, due to all of the upgrades and tweaks that were done by GIS during the recent installation”, added APG
of Chesapeake mailroom manager, Acie Boyce. APG’s order also included all new chain camming, reconditioned
gripper chain, installation and commissioning.
GIS X-STREAM GRIPPERS provide perfect product pressure, reduce labor costs, increase conveyor chain life and
they improve count accuracy. “GIS X-STREAM GRIPPERS have been operating in the field now for over five years
at newspapers of all sizes so it’s a thoroughly time-tested and proven successful design. Based on the escalated
volume of recent orders, we’ve quadrupled our gripper manufacturing capacity”, stated GIS president and GIS XSTREAM GRIPPER inventor, Randy Seidel.

GIS has over 35 years of newspaper mailroom design and engineering experience, and is a global
supplier of post-press equipment, parts and service. GIS also provides plant consolidation, consulting
and mailroom equipment brokering services for newspapers and commercial printers.
For additional GIS information, contact: Bruce Barna • bruce@gis-now.com • 412-973-3388
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